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Summary of D.Sc. thesis
In this thesis I summarise more then 25 years of my work in the field
of drug delivery systems and vaccines. The research focused on that topic I have
started at Veterinary Research Institute in 1988 and in fact it was necessary to
build an appropriate infrastructure and put together the team of scientist, who
were my postgradual students. This part of my work has been compleeted by
founding the Department of Pharmacology and Immunotherapy in 2007 and
preparing the project OP VVV “FIT” (Pharmacology, Immunotherapy,
nanoToxicology). The project started in 2017 and it will enable us purchase all
necessary advanced instruments to set up world-class laboratory for
development of recombinant vaccines and targeted drug delivery systems for
cancer and antiviral drugs.
My interest in drug delivery systems is focused presumably on
liposomes, which are one of the most effective structures for the delivery of
biologically active compounds directly to the cells and also one of the major
biocompatible carriers of adjuvants for construction of modern safe and
effective recombinant vaccines. Thanks to the biological similarity of
biomembranes and possibilities of targeted distribution of encapsulated
substances, liposomes are attractive to a wide range of medicinal disciplines
(pharmacology, immunopharmacology, immunology and genetic engineering).
Several methods for preparation of liposomes were introduced to my
lab and also I have designed and constructed some devices for liposomal
techniques based on extrusion, proliposome-liposome method and detergent
removal method. All these methods were published in respected international
journals. Recently a new method based on microfluidic mixing has been
introduced in my lab in collaboration with the company Precission
Nanosystems (Canada)
Lipophilic anticancer drugs like paclitaxel and several derivatives of
vitamine E were studied and efficient liposomal formulations were developed in
collaboration with industrial partners (e.g. Lachema. Brno) and academic
institutions (Griffinth University, University of Utah, Institute of
Biotechnology, Czech Academy of Sciences, Prague). Patents and publications
based on this research are included in this thesis. The research directed to the
field of delivery of antiviral drugs represents the field where we belongs to
pioneers and in collaboration with prof. Holy and Dr. Ledvina (Institute of
Organic Chemistry and Biochemistry, Academy of Sciences, Prague) we
developed cationic lipids for construction of liposomal carriers and proved the
cocnept of liposomal antiviral drugs based on compound developed by prof.
Holy. Interesting field of liposomal theranostic application is diagnostic and
treatment of brain ictus. The development of theranostic preparations for this
purpose is done within the join project with ICRC centre at FNUSA Brno (Ass.
Prof. Mikulik) and Institute of Biotechnology, BIOCEV, Prague (Dr. Maly).
The main interest is devoted to recombinant vaccines, molecular
adjuvants and noninvasive systems for mucosal and transdermal. This is the
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most succesful part of my collaborative research with Institute of Organic
Chemistry and Biochemistry (Dr. Ledvina) crowned by new apyrogenic
molecular adjuvants based on on norAbuMDP (EU and USA patents), which
are in the process of commercialisation (Czech company Apigenex). These
adjuvants and developed metallochelating liposomes were used to develop
nanoliposomal adjuvanted carriers for construction of recombinant vaccines
(collaboration with Palacky University in Olomouc, prof. Raška). Finally, the
mucoadhesive systems based on nanofibres has bee developed recently and
PCT were applied to proctect quite new approach to noninvasive application of
vaccines. New technology of “printed vaccines” is under development and a
start-up company is to be set up in collaboration with foreign company KPT
Therapeutics. This collaborative research is running with Technical University
Liberec (ing. Lubasova) and UP Olomouc (prof. Raška) and is one of main
scientific topic in the OPVVV project FIT.
All these topics are a part of my D.Sc. habilitation thesis and are
briefly introduced in these thesis.
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INTRODUCTION
Application of biocompatible nanocarriers for targeting of drugs and
construction of theranostics and vaccines is one of main areas in modern
pharmacology. Ideal nanocarriers can improve therapeutic index of drugs and
with respect to construction of modern recombinant vaccines there is a trend in
development of nanocarriers which allow formulation of antigens and adjuvants
in selfassembling vaccination nanoparticles. Such a formulation can stabilise
antigen, target it to immune cells, induce well focused immune response and
make the vaccination safe because of eliminating all potentialy dangerous
vaccine components. Also economic aspects of vaccine production, storage,
distribution and application in vaccination campagne must be taken in account,
because this is the key parameter for a succes of any vaccine. Therefore new
biocompatible nanomaterials are of interest to use them for development of drug
and vaccine nanocarriers.
The research in this field represents very complex approach including a lot of
disciplines including medicine, immunology, pharmacology, pharmaceutical
technologies, organic and physical-chemical chemistry to mention only some of
them.
The exclusive place among nanocarriers belongs to liposomes, which are one of
the most effective structures for the delivery of biologically active compounds
directly to the cells and also one of the major biocompatible carriers of
adjuvants for construction of modern safe and effective recombinant vaccines.
Thanks to the biological similarity of biomembranes and possibilities of
targeted distribution of encapsulated substances, liposomes are attractive to a
wide range of medicinal disciplines (pharmacology, immunopharmacology,
immunology and genetic engineering).

1.

LIPOSOMES

Nanoparticle-mediated delivery of drugs, vaccines, and diagnostics is a
rapidly developing area of nanomedicine that brings together the scientific
disciplines of nanotechnology, pharmacology, immunology, and chemistry.
This huge potential of nanoparticles and nanomaterials in modern medicine is
reflected by intensive basic and oriented research. Well focused scientific
programmes supporting the research in nanotechnology and nanomedicine are
proposed in EU, USA as well as in technically developed Asian states like
Japan, Korea and China.
Liposomes (phospholipid bilayer vesicles) represent an almost ideal
carrier system for the preparation of synthetic vaccines due to their
biodegradability and capacity to protect and transport molecules of different
physicochemical properties (including size, hydrophilicity, hydrophobicity, and
charge). Liposomes are attractive to a wide range of medicinal disciplines
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(pharmacology, immunopharmacology, immunology and genetic engineering)(1–
3)
. Liposomal carriers can be applied by invasive (e.g. i.m., s.c., i.d.) as well as
non-invasive (transdermal and mucosal) routes. In the last 15 years, liposome
vaccine technology has matured and several vaccines containing liposomebased adjuvants have been approved for human and veterinary use or have
reached late stages of clinical evaluation.
Given the intensifying interest in liposome-based vaccines, it is important
to understand precisely how liposomes interact with the immune system and
how they stimulate immunity. It has become clear that the physicochemical
properties of liposomal vaccines – method of antigen attachment, lipid
composition, bilayer fluidity, particle charge, and other properties – exert strong
effects on the resulting immune response. In this chapter we will discuss some
aspects of liposomal vaccines including the effect of novel and emerging
immunomodulator incorporation. The application of metallochelating
nanoliposomes for development of recombinant vaccine against Lyme disease
will be presented as a suitable example.
1.1.

LIPOSOMES
CARRIERS

AS

BIOCOMPATIBLE

DRUG

Many agents with different physico-chemical properties can be
encapsulated into liposomes. Lipophilic substances are incorporated into the
lipid bilayer and hydrophilic substances are encapsulated within the internal
aqueous environment. Depending on the method used to prepare the liposomes,
final liposomal product can vary in size, number of lamellae (unilamellar, oligoor multilamellar vesicles) and have different physical and chemical
characteristics that may greatly affect the amount of the encapsulated substance.
For the pharmaceutical field, liposomes as a carrier are very
attractive for the following reasons:
1. Easy encapsulation of hydrophilic and hydrophobic drugs
2. Preparation of drugs from natural lipids, which are readily biodegradable and
of low toxicity
3. Preparation of liposomes of varying size and morphology
4. Reduction in adverse effects of drugs
5. Specific drug delivery to the target organ or tissue
6. Targeting of drug and gradual drug release
1.2.

METHODS
FOR
PREPARATION
CHARACTERISATION OF LIPOSOMES

AND

Various techniques have been developed during the last fifty years
for preparation of liposomes and other lipid based particles. Selection of
appropriate method is dictated by factors such as administration route (e.g., i.v.
injection, transdermal/mucosal administration), lipid composition (saturated
versus unsaturated lipids), stability of substances which are to be encapsulated
(e.g. proteins, DNA, viruses, low molecular drugs), conditions for preparation
(reconstitution of membrane proteins), morphology and size of final liposomal
preparation, postforming modification of liposomes (binding of various ligands
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– e.g. antibody, saccharide ligands, protective polymers – PEG) and scaling-up
ability of the method (application of technology for industrial production) etc.
The size, morphology, lipid composition and surface modification are the most
important parameters affecting interaction of liposomes with cells, their
biodistribution and stability in the body, stability during technological processes
(e.g. sterilisation by microfiltration, γ-irradiation or thermal sterilisation; fluid
drying or lyophilisation), stability during transportation and storage in dry or
liquid formulation(4–7).
1.3.

THE SIZE AND MORPHOLOGY OF LIPOSOMES

The most commonly used parameter for the distribution of
liposomes is classification according to their size and number of lamellae.
Liposomes can have different sizes ranging from 20 nm to 100 nm with the
lipid bilayer approximately 4 nm thick. They can be divided into small (SUVs;
10-100 nm) and large (LUVs; 100-1000 nm) unilamellar vesicles, which are of
the order of only a few units of bilayers, and the large multilamellar vesicles
MLV (100 nm - 20 nm) containing dozens concentrically arranged bilayers as
multivesicular MVV vesicles (100 nm - 20 µm) which are arranged as nonconcentric lamellae (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Classification of liposomes. SUV – small unilamellar vesicles, LUV – large
unilamellar vesicles, MLV – multilamellar vesicles, MVV – multivesicular vesicles.

1.4.

CLASSIFICATION OF LIPOSOMES ACCORDING
TO THE FUNCTION AND NATURE OF LIPID
MEMBRANES

Liposomes can be classified according to the structure of the
membrane and the surface modification into several basic types that have
different uses in the design and preparation of systems for targeting various
molecules to cells (Fig. 2)(8).
Conventional liposomes - non-specific interactions with the environment,
instability in serum
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Sterically hindered liposomes (Stealth liposomes) - long-term circulation in the
bloodstream
Targeted liposomes – targeting is mediated via specific interaction with surface
bound ligand structure on cell membranes (ligand-receptor interaction, antibody
- epitope)
Cationic liposomes - the ability to interact with negatively charged DNA/RNA
and induction of its condensation; they electrostatically interact with the
negatively charged DNA to form complexes (lipoplexes), protect the DNA from
degradation by nucleases, promotes entering into the cells via endocytosis or
phagocytosis, after injection may be received by APC cells infiltrating the
injection site.
The membrane of the liposomes may be modified to vary in its
structure, depending on temperature or pH. This can allow a release of the
encapsulated substances, e.g. in a tumour, where the temperatures are slightly
elevated and pH is lower due to restricted blood flow and insufficient lymphatic
drainage.

Fig. 2A Classification of liposomes according to membrane structure and
surface modification.
Many synthetic, self-assembly nanoparticle technologies have
already shown great promise in vivo. These nanoparticle technologies in
question typically conform to the ABCD nanoparticle paradigm first invoked by
Prof Miller’s team approx 10 years ago to define nanoparticle structures most
appropriate for in vivo use(9) (Kostarelos K, Miller AD. Adv. Genet. 2005, 53,
71-118).
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Fig. 2B Schematic presentation of functional synthetic nanoparticle based
drug delivery systems. In these nanoparticles, (active pharmaceutical ingredients
APIs) of the type indicated (A) are condensed within functional concentric layers of
chemical components designed for delivery into cells and intracellular trafficking (B
components), biological stability (C) stealth/biocompatibility components – typically
Polyethylene Glycol [PEG] and biological targeting to target cells (D components
biological receptor-specific targeting ligand).

According to this general paradigm, nanoparticles appropriate for
functional delivery of activepharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) in vivo should
typically comprise APIs (A-components) surrounded initially by
compaction/association agents (B-components - typically lipids, amphiphiles,
proteins or even synthetic polymers etc.) designed to help sequester, carry and
promote functional cellular delivery of the A-components. Such core AB
nanoparticles may have some utility in vivo, but more typically they require
coating with a stealth/ biocompatibility polymer layer (C-layer; primary Ccomponent – most often polyethylene glycol [PEG]) designed to render
resulting ABC nanoparticles with colloidal stability in biological fluids. Finally,
an optional biological targeting layer (D-layer; primary Dcomponents – bona
fide biological receptor specific ligands) might be added to confer the resulting
ABCD nanoparticle with cell target specificity. Importantly, much recent
research work with ABC an ABCD nanoparticles has underscored a design
weakness that we have called the C-layer paradox. According to this paradox,
while C-layers variously assist with nanoparticle stability in biological fluids,
nanoparticle storage, and with the avoidance of immune surveillance from cells
of the immune system, these same C-layers are inhibitory toefficient API
delivery once target cells are reached. (Miller A.D. Exp. Rev. Med. Devices,
2013, 10(6), 781-811; Miller A.D. Ther. Del., 2014, 5(5), 569–589).
This paradox now brings us to the state of the art and the whole
concept is used to develop modern drug delivery systems within the OP VVV
project FIT (Pharmacology, Immunotherapy and nanoToxicology;
CZ.02.1.01/0.0/0.0/15_003/0000495; principal investigator Ass. Prof. RNDr.
Jaroslav Turánek, CSc.)
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1.5.

METHODS OF LIPOSOME PREPARATION

Liposome preparation methods are based on the natural properties of
phospholipids to form a lipid bilayer in an aqueous medium spontaneously.
During interaction of water with the phospholipid film, phospholipid bilayer
fragments are formed first. These intermediates are then converted into various
stable vesicular structures. Membrane fragments formed in the process of
hydration are the consequence of minimization of the interaction between water
molecules and the hydrophobic parts of the phospholipids. The distance
between the individual lamellae formed in multilamellar vesicles is a result of
steric repulsive and attractive van der Waals forces.
General procedures for preparing liposomes include the preparation
of lipid and aqueous phases, followed by hydration of the lipids in an aqueous
medium, which finally leads to the desired final formation of liposomes(10).
Classification of liposome preparation methods:
a) Mechanical dispersion method (vortexing, sonication, high pressure
homogenization)
b) Detergent dispersion method (dispersion of phosphatidylcholine
solubilized with detergent to form micelles)
c) Two-phase dispersion methods (ethanol injection and ether injection,
reverse-phase evaporation, and the recently introduced method of
nanofluidic mixing)
Basic stages of liposome preparation:
1. Biphasic physical dispersion of lipids in the aqueous phase to form
an emulsion of proliposomes and solubilization of lipids in a detergent
to form micelles
2. Removal of the organic solvent or detergent to form liposome
vesicles
3. Secondary processes to alter the morphology, size and stability of the
primarily formed liposomes (extrusion through a membrane filter, the
process of freezing and thawing, lyophilisation with cryoprotectants)
4. Chemical modification of liposomes (ligand binding)
1.5.1.

Detergent removal method

Another primary method for preparation of liposomes is based on
transformation of mixed lipid-detergent micelles into liposomes during the
process of detergent removal. This can be achieved for example by dialysis
using various devices (flow dialyzer ultrafiltration), removal of detergent by
sorbents, or simple dilution of the mixed micelle solution). For the controlled
process we designed and constructed a device for production of liposomes on a
laboratory scale. Liposomes prepared by this method are unilamellar and
extremely homogeneous in size distribution. The preparation is particularly
suitable for reconstitution of membrane proteins. The principle of the method
consists in converting small mixed micelles formed by phospholipids using a
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suitable detergent (e.g. octylglucoside, deoxycholate) into disc shaped micelles,
their coalescence and finally disc micelles of critical size vesiculate to form
liposomes (Fig. 3). This process is driven by reducing the concentration of
detergent removed by dialysis.

Fig. 3 Principle of detergent removal method and the formation of lipid
supramolecular structures. (Different types of micelles can be formed); A) mixed
micelles; B) tubular fibre micelles (unwanted products); C) disc micelles – converting
spontaneously into liposomes after reaching critical size (D) (figure adapted from Methods
in Enzymology, 2003,367, 46-705).

The following picture (Fig. 4,5) shows homogeneous liposomes
(electron micrograph) and a comparison of the size of the micelles and
liposomes (determined by dynamic light scattering). The laboratory equipment
of my own design for controlled dialysis is an exemplified embodiment of the
method. This allows us to prepare 10 ml liposomal suspension of lipid
concentrations of 10 to 100 mg/ml.
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Fig. 4 The equipment developed and constructed by myself for the
preparation of liposomes by a detergent removal method. The stirred double-
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chamber flow-through dialisator enables well controlled preparation of liposomes. Small
samples can be collected and analyzed during the process of liposome formation.
Illustrative examples of size distribution of micelles and liposomes measured by dynamic
light scattering and electron microscopy.

Fig. 5 System for preparation of liposomes by removal of detergent using
ultrafiltration. A) photo of the system linked with FPLC; B) photo of the ultrafiltration
cell in detail (pink: LR-PE-labeled liposomes inside the cell). (C) monodisperse liposomes
prepared by detergent removal method. (Analytical Biochemistry 408 (2011) 95–104).

1.5.2

Proliposome-liposome method

The proliposome-liposome method is based on proliposomal
preparation of hydrated stacked bilayer sheets in a water-ethanol solution.
Generally, the organisation of a lipid/ethanol/water mixture can be described in
terms of a three-phase diagram which can be divided into the following
principal areas: lipid dissolved in aqueous ethanol, hydrated bilayers suspended
in aqueous ethanol, and a liposomal area. Spontaneous formation of liposomal
suspensions is accomplished by addition of excess aqueous phase to a lipid
mixture (Fig.6).
This technique is simple and practical and is characterized by an
extremely high entrapment efficiency, when compared with other methods
based on passive entrapment. The technique is suitable for encapsulation of a
wide range of drugs with various water and alcohol solubilities.
We have used this technique for encapsulation of antibiotics,
anticancer drugs and molecular adjuvants. A stirred and thermostated cell for
sterile preparation of liposomes was designed and constructed as a prototype.
This cell is in use in our laboratory for research and teaching purposes (Fig. 7).
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Freeze fracture

PROLIPOSOME- LIPOSOME Method

100:80:200

100:80:100

Perrett S. et al. J. Pharm. Pharmacol. 1991; 43: 154-161.

Fig. 6 Three-phase diagram and SEM pictures of proliposomes (left) and
liposomes (right). Three-phase diagram can be divided into the following principal
areas: lipid dissolved in aqueous ethanol, hydrated bilayers suspended in aqueous ethanol
and a liposomal area. Proliposome-liposome method is based on preparation of
precipitated bilayers and their transition into liposomes in a stirred-thermostated cell by
controlled dilution under sterile conditions (Methods in Enzymology 2003, 367, 110-125).

Fig. 7 Photograph of whole system with stirred and thermostated cell for
sterile production of liposomes by proliposome-liposome method. (Methods
in Enzymology 2003, 367, 110-125).
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1.5.3.

Secondary processing methods

The most common secondary processing method is extrusion of the
liposomes through polycarbonate filters. The principle of the method is shown
in Fig. 8 as well as the available instrumentation in our laboratory (Fig.9).
Extrusion of liposomes (in the case of saturated lipids, it is necessary to work at
a temperature above the lipid transition temperature of 30-60 C) through the
well-defined pores of polycarbonate filter leads to their deformation and
stripping off the outer layers, which leads to size reduction.
Cryoelectron microscopy

SEM of isopore polycarbonate filter

400 nm
200 nm
100 nm
80 nm
50 nm

Fig. 8. Structure of polycarbonate filter (TEM) with defined pores and picture of
liposomes (Cryo-TEM) prepared by extrusion through polycarbonate filters of 100 nm pore
size. The size distribution of the liposomes prepared by extrusion through polycarbonate
filters of different pore sizes. Reduction in the size of the liposomes and their polydispersity
is clearly noticeable (size measurements made using the dynamic light scattering method).

A popular secondary processing method for preparing SUV
liposomes on a laboratory scale is the use of ultrasonic homogenization. In this
case it is necessary to cool the sample and possibly work in an inert atmosphere
to prevent lipid oxidation. The advantage is the possibility to work with small
sample volumes of liposomes. The sample may be immersed in the container in
an ultrasonic homogenizer (preparation of larger volumes) or homogenized by
special titanium or crystal glass probes for processing small volumes.
Recently, we have introduced to our NanoPharm laboratory (a joint
laboratory of VRI and ICRC research centre) a new technology for preparation
of liposomes by nanofluidic mixing using the instrument NanoAssemblr®. A
memorandum of collaboration was signed between the VRI and the company
Precision Nanosystems (Canada) (Fig. 10). This advanced new technology was
used by us for the development of preparation of various functionalised
liposomes, e.g. gadolinium labelled nanoliposomes for MRI (manuscript in
preparation). Ultra-resolution picture from a cryo-electron microscope
demonstrates the lipidised Ga-complex embedded in a lipid bilayer (Fig. 11).
High pressure homogenization and microfluidization represent
secondary processing methods suitable for laboratory and industrial preparation
of liposomes.
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Fig. 9 Device for extruding liposomes by application of preparative FPLC
system and using a high pressure extrusion cell. The system can be automated
with the use of automatic metering valves and using two 50 ml "Superloop". Insert - detail
of high-pressure extrusion cell (designed by author and made in workshops at VRI).
(Analytical Biochemistry. 1994, 218, 352-357).

Fig.10 The instrument NanoAssemblr® in our laboratory NanoPharm.
NanoAssemblr® (left), nanofluidic mixing chamber (middle); scheme of nanofluidic mixing
(right).

Fig. 11 Liposomes with Gadolinium-lipid for MRI contrast imaging.
Double layer is clearly visible owing to high contrast produced by Gadolinium atoms
(manuscript in preparation).
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1.6.

CONCLUSION

Preparation of liposomes and complex physico-chemical
characterisation of liposomal formulations represent multidisciplinary nature of
modern pharmacology and pharmacological technology. During the last two
decades, a very complex set of methods has been introduced to my laboratory.
At the same time, it requires highly qualified experimenters in a wide range of
chemical disciplines. For preparation of liposomes, I have designed and
constructed numerous equipments that have been brought to the stage of
experimental samples and prototypes. Detailed description of the methods and
devices can be found in the accompanying selected publications.
Within postgraduate studies, as supervisor I trained young scientists
who are now able to use all these methods for complex research in drug delivery
systems. The methodological background was used for the development of
experimental therapeutics and vaccines based on liposomes as shown in the next
sections.
The Department of Pharmacology and Immunotherapy is now a
respected laboratory at the international level (collaboration with renowned
laboratories, e.g. King´s College London, Institut de René Descartes Paris) and
is on the list of liposome research oriented laboratories that are registered with
the International Liposome Society.
2.

HYDROPHILIC AND HYDROPHOBIC DRUGS AND
SURFACTANTS: FORMULATION AND INTERACTIONS
AND MEMBRANES

Pharmacologically active substances elicit their effects in the body
by a number of mechanisms. I will mention here the mechanisms that are
relevant to substances studied in the accompanying publications. To reach the
targeted site of its action, the molecule of a drug must overcome various barriers
in the body, in particular the barrier formed by lipid membranes of cells and
cellular organelles. Patterns of distribution processes of pharmaceuticals in the
organism can be derived from basic physico-chemical properties of molecules
of a particular drug. For the distribution in the body, but also for resorption and
excretion, solubility of the substance in aqueous medium is critical. This basic
parameter also affects the dosage formulation of pharmaceuticals, which is
critical for optimizing the biodistribution and thus the therapeutic effect. From
the viewpoint of solubility, the drugs may thus be divided into three groups.
2.1.

WATER
SOLUBLE
SUBSTANCES

(HYDROPHILIC)

If a transport system (carrier protein) does not participate in their
kinetics, hydrophilic drugs are then poorly absorbed after oral administration;
after parenteral administration, they are distributed presumably in the
extracellular space. Hydrophilic substances may enter into cells selectively, by
either active or passive transport, pinocytosis or diffusion through the
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membrane. The latter two mechanisms require a high local concentration of
drug and a longer time to induce a physiological effect(11,12).
Encapsulation of these hydrophilic drugs into liposomes leads to
their distribution in the aqueous phase of liposome vesicles and their
concentration corresponds to the concentration in the hydration solution used in
the preparation of liposomes.
The antiviral drug cidofovir (Fig. 12) developed by Prof. Antonin
Holy is a good example of substances that have been studied in my
laboratory(13,14). This drug has a methylphosphonate group and corresponding
salts thereof are very soluble in water. The main obstacle for its effect on an
intracellular target - viral DNA polymerase - is the transition through the cell
membrane. Cidofovir ((S) -1- (3-hydroxy-2-phosphonylmethoxypropyl) cytosin (HPMPC) represents a new class of broad-spectrum antiviral drugs and
is active against a broad spectrum of herpes viruses. Viral DNA polymerase is
from 8 to 600 times more sensitive to inhibition by cidofovir than human DNA
polymerases alpha, beta and gamma. A significant and prolonged antiviral
effect of cidofovir is attributed to intracellular persistence of its derivatives
which, after further phosphorylation, are retained in the cell and can in the long
term inhibit viral DNA polymerase(15).
Due to the mechanism of action of cidofovir (intracellular viral DNA
polymerase) liposomes which are readily internalized into cells are suitable
carriers for encapsulation of this drug to improve its activity. Targeting of
liposomes to certain types of cells (particularly hepatocytes) can be achieved by
cationic liposomes prepared from cationic lipids with low cytotoxicity or
liposomes surface-modified with certain ligands such as fragments of
hyaluronic acid, for which there are specific receptors on hepatocytes. In
collaboration with IOCB, new cationic lipids were designed and synthesized
(see the joint Czech patent and US patent based on PCT). Antiviral activity of
cidofovir encapsulated in cationic liposomes has been demonstrated against
BHV-1 virus (bovine herpesvirus) on in vitro models. General scheme of the
principle of antivirals targeting the cytoplasm of cells is shown in the figure.
Active lipids have been prepared with an aminooxy group to enable orthogonal
(selectively oriented) binding of carbohydrate onto liposomes, which allowed
preparation of original surface-modified liposomes using various fragments of
hyaluronic acid (patent application in preparation). Targeting of liposomes to
hepatocytes, cells of the immune system and tumour lines is currently being
intensively studied.

Fig. 12 Formulae of Cidofovir (S and R optical isomers, Risomer is inactive).
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General scheme demonstrating the principle of targeting antiviral
drugs into the cytoplasm of cells is shown in Fig. 13. In collaboration with Prof.
Miller (King´s College, London) and Dr. Ledvina (Institute of Organic
Chemistry and Biochemistry, Prague) we designed and synthesized new active
lipids with an aminooxy group. These lipids were applied for surface
modification of liposomes by various carbohydrates via orthogonal N-oxi
ligation. Polysaccharides like mannan or hyaluronic acid were bound onto
liposomal surface to demonstrate feasibility of this approach. Fig. 14, 15
demonstrates the selective oriented binding of polysaccharides to liposomes,
which allowed preparation of original surface-modified liposomes (joint VRI
and VSCHT CZ patent application). Targeting of carbohydrate-modified
liposomes to hepatocytes, immune cells (denritic cells, macrophages) and
cancer cells is currently being intensively studied.

Journal of Controlled Release 2012

Fig. 13 Targeting of antiviral drugs into the cytoplasm of cells using
cationic liposomes. The liposomes enable to achieve a sufficient concentration of
antivirals in the cell due to the transport of drug through a barrier formed by a cytoplasmic
membrane. Drug is released and penetrates through nuclear pores into nucleus. DNA
polymerase is inhibited and defective virions are formed. This system is particularly
suitable for targeting of antiviral drugs to organs such as the liver (potential applications
in therapy of hepatitis).

Fig. 17 Schematic presentation of various means for binding of HA onto
liposomal surface.
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Fig. 18 TEM and SEM of liposomes with surface modified by mannan.
TEM of plain liposome (left), TEM of mannan modified liposome (middle), SEM
of mannan modified liposome (right).
2.2.

LIPOSOMES AS CARRIERS FOR HYDROPHOBIC
DRUGS

These compounds, depending on their octanol/water coefficient of
solubility (partition coefficient) bind other hydrophobic structures (hydrophobic
domain transport proteins, lipid structures in cells - membranes, fat globules).
Generally, in the fatty tissues, they are not rapidly metabolized and excreted
from the body. From the pharmacological point of view, the problem is their
low solubility and tendency to form aggregates or crystals. In terms of dosage,
forms for parenteral administration, it is necessary to follow two main
objectives: a) solubilisation of the drug in stable system, which prevents the
formation of crystals or aggregates; b) targeting drugs to the place of action - in
the case of tumours - passive or active targeting of nanoparticulate formulation.
Surface modification of the particles significantly improves a long-term
circulation in the blood stream and their penetration through fenestrations
present in the endothelial lining of capillaries in the tumour vasculature. Here
again liposomes play a substantial role in the development of a convenient
system for targeting and delivery of lipophilic drugs. My research has been
focused on three different types of lipophilic compounds with antitumour
activity.
2.2.1.

Paclitaxel

Over the past three decades, taxanes represent one of the most important new
classes of drugs approved in oncology. Paclitaxel (PTX), the prototype of this
class, is an anti-cancer drug approved for the treatment of breast and ovarian
cancerPTX was found to be also effective in treating a broad spectrum of
advanced human cancer types including breast and ovarian cancer as well as
non-small cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC), melanoma and head and neck cancer
(Fig. 19)(16–18).
The commercial PTX preparation (Taxol®) is formulated in a
vehicle composed of Cremophor EL® (polyethoxylated castor oil used as a
solubilizing surfactant) and dehydrated ethanol, which provides a homogeneous
preparation. However, the present-day chemotherapy employing Taxol® is
accompanied by serious problems. One of the major problems associated with
this formulation is the fact that the diluted Cremophor EL®/ethanol vehicle is
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toxic. The negative side effects include serious hypersensitivity reactions,
nephrotoxicity and neurotoxicity. PTX solubilized in Cremophor EL® (Cr-P)
shows also an incompatibility with the plastic components of the administration
sets. Furthermore, the short-term stability of PTX upon dilution with aqueous
media can result in possible drug precipitation]. However, notwithstanding a
suitable premedication, present-day chemotherapy employing a commercial
preparation of PTX (Taxol®) is associated with serious side effects and
hypersensitivity reactions. Liposomes represent advanced and versatile delivery
systems for drugs. Generally, both in vivo mice tumour models and human
clinical trials demonstrated that liposomal PTX formulations(19) significantly
increase a maximum tolerated dose (MTD) of PTX which outperforms that of
Taxol®. Liposomal PTX formulations are in various stages of clinical trials.
LEP-ETU (NeoPharm) and EndoTAG®-1 (Medigene) have reached the phase II
of the clinical trials(20–22); Lipusu® (Luye Pharma Group) has already been
commercialized.
We have introduced application of negatively charged pocketforming lipids which can significantly increase the encapsulation capacity of
liposomes for PTX. Low encapsulation capacity of classical liposomes is the
main drawback in their application as drug carriers for PTX. The examples of
pocket-forming lipids are lysophospholipids whose asymmetric molecules form
cavities - pockets in the liposomal membrane bilayer. These hydrophobic
pockets can accommodate the bulky hydrophobic molecule of PTX and the
encapsulation capacity could be increased up to 15 mol%.

Fig. 19 The structural formula of paclitaxel and spatial models of molecules
of paclitaxel. PTX represents a bulky hydrophobic molecule which is difficult to
accommodate into the lipid bilayer.

We investigated the possibility of preparing a stable liposomal
formulation of PTX using lysolipids. In this case, we have achieved more than
twice the encapsulation efficiency in comparison with conventional liposomes.
This system is suitable for the preparation of both passive and active targeted
liposomes. The antitumour activity was demonstrated in a mouse model of lung
melanoma. It was possible to administer an extremely high dose of paclitaxel
into liposomes because this formulation was non-toxic compared with paclitaxel
solubilized in Cremophor®.
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Fig. 20 Arrangement of the encapsulated PTX in different lipid membrane
bilayers of the liposomal carrier. The upper part shows the molecule of PTX
encapsulated in the liposomal bilayer which is composed of unsaturated- and lyso-lipids.
These lipids increase the bilayer fluidity and create bilayer “pockets” in which the bulky
hydrophobic molecule of PTX is embedded. Such a liposomal composition enables to
encapsulate up to 15 mol% of PTX. The lower part demonstrates the molecule of PTX
which is encapsulated in the liposomal bilayer composed of saturated DPPC-based lipids.
The incorporation of PTX into the saturated membranes disturbs the structure of the
membrane bilayer. At higher drug concentrations, the molecule of PTX is forced out of the
bilayer and needle-like crystals of PTX are formed in the liposome formulation. This effect
results in a low encapsulation capacity of PTX (3-4 mol%) and in a short stability of the
liposomes.

2.2.1.1. Conclusion
It was demonstrated that liposomal carriers are superior to Taxol® as
regards the delivery of PTX. Presently, two liposomal formulations are in
clinical trials and close to commercialization. The preparations based on
conventional liposomes represent the first generation of LEP. There is no doubt
that patients will benefit from the improved therapeutic effect of these modern
drug delivery systems. It seems that conventional liposomes represent a nontoxic solubilization system rather than a real targeted drug delivery system. The
second generation of LEP is based on functionalized liposomes (cationic or
ligand-targeted). They are under the development in various stages of
preclinical and clinical trials. This great progress in the development of LEP
preparations demonstrates the versatile and unique properties of liposomes as
drug carriers. The impact of both the therapeutic effectiveness and the price of
LEP suggests a near-future success on the drug delivery market.
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2.2.2.

Derivatives of vitamin E with antitumour
activity

α-Tocopheryl acid succinate (α-TOS) is a semisynthetic analogue of
vitamin E with a relatively selective effect on tumour cells and antitumour
activity in vivo. A number of its analogues have been synthesized. These are
characterized by resistance to esterases, since they contain hardly cleavable
ether or amide bonds. α-Tocopheryl maleamid (α-TAM) represents one of these
new substances and is characterized by much higher in vitro cytotoxicity and
antitumour activity than in vivo in mouse tumour models(23–25).
A serious limitation of the use of these substances for the treatment
of tumours is their low solubility in aqueous solutions. Their hydrophobic
character thus determines the dosage formulation. Experimental formulations
for i.v. or i.p. administration (solubilized in ethanol, DMSO or oily emulsions)
can be used with limitation in the study of anti-tumour effect in mouse models,
but are completely unacceptable for human intravenous administration.
Vesicular forms or different micellar forms using suitable surfactants (e.g.
polyethylene glycol) were prepared and tested in mice as possible formulations
suitable for use in human medicine(26).
Especially, the preparation of vesicular structures by spontaneous
vesiculation appears to be a suitable method for preparing a suitable dosage
form. Problems with this approach arise with long-term stability of the
preparation and toxicity of some derivatives after i.v. application (e.g. αtokoferyl oxalate). This toxicity may be associated with and extremely high
negative surface charge of these particles and their instability in the blood.
Obviously, these nanoparticles can cause complement activation, formation of
microembolism and other unwanted phenomena(27–29).
Even in the case of tocopherol derivatives, it has been proved that
the application of liposomes is a suitable alternative for the development of a
safe drug delivery form which also meets the other criteria imposed on
pharmaceutical formulation for i.v. application.
In this area, we managed to develop a technology for preparation of stable
liposomal formulations α-TOS and α-TAM. Liposomal preparations of both
drugs have also been tested with excellent results in mouse tumour models. We
managed to maintain a significant antitumour effect and completely eliminate
the side effects that were found in previous formulations of α-TAM. Liposomal
form eliminated immunotoxic effects (especially to bone marrow), which opens
the possibility to use these compounds for combined immuno- and chemotherapy of tumours. Practical applications in veterinary medicine are directed to
the treatment of mammary tumours in dogs. The first therapeutic applications
have been focused on intratumour administrations. Results in two bitches
showed destruction of the vascular supply to the tumour, stagnation of tumour
growth and clear localisation of tumour borders (unpublished study). The course
of therapy was similar to the situation in a mouse model of spontaneous
mammary tumours. Clear localisation of residual tumour tissue after treatment
by liposomal vitamin E derivative allowed easy surgical removal of tumour
tissue.
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Fig. 21 The structural formulas of some derivatives of vitamin E with
antitumour activity.
The combination of vitamin E derivatives with molecular adjuvant opens the
way for immunotherapy of tumours using intratumoural applications.
Liposomes play a role of therapeutic depot-forming carriers. Massive apoptosis
of tumour cells and release of tumour antigens in the presence of molecular
adjuvant is a prerequisite for inducing anti tumour immunity, which eliminates
the metastatic deposits normally inaccessible to surgical removal or intratumour
application of therapeutics. Intratumour application via direct tumour injection
or transdermal transfer to subcutaneous tumours with dermatological cream
allows to reach high concentrations of chemotherapeutic agents in a tumour,
while eliminating reaching toxic doses in other organs. For this type od therapy
I coin the term "chemotherapy-induced anti-tumour immunity." Liposomal
derivatives were used for experimental treatment of spontaneous breast cancer
in mice. Inhibition of tumour growth has been achieved without side-effects in
mice after i.v. injection. The course of treatment and visualisation of tumours is
documented in Fig. 22. The general overview of application routes is shown in
Fig. 23.
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Fig. 22 Liposomal VE analogues inhibit proliferation of cancer cells in vivo
and suppress breast carcinomas. Transgenic FVB/N c-neu mice with spontaneous
breast carcinomas were treated by injection of liposomal α-TOS and α -TAM at doses
corresponding to 15 and 1.5 µmol of α -TOS and α -TAM, respectively, administered on
days 0, 4, 7 and 13, as detailed in Materials and Methods. The tumour volume was
quantified non-invasively by USI. Panel D shows representative images of a control mouse
at the onset of the experiment and on day 13, and a mouse treated with liposomal α-TAM
on day 13.The data shown are mean values  SD (n=5), the symbol “*” denotes
statistically significant differences with p<0.05.

Fig. 23 The administration routes for liposomal delivery of VE analogues. The
various routes of administration can be used to reach the targeted tissue or tumour.
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Spraying of liposomal VE analogues is a suitable route for the direct targeting of lung
cancer as well as for the delivery of VE analogues into the circulation. The bypassing of
hepato-pancreatic port and the directing of VE analogues into the brain circulation is the
advantage of this administration route. Oral application of acidic-resistant capsules filled
by liposomal VE analogues represents a simple administration route. The oral application
may be feasible in the case of VE analogues having ether or amide bonds linking
dicarboxylic acid to the tocopherol. These analogues of VE are not hydrolysed after
absorption in the intestines. Transdermal local application of liposomal formulation of VE
analogues can be used for the treatment of skin tumours or subcutaneous tumours.
Elastosomes (elastic liposomes) are of interest for these purposes owing to their improved
penetration through stratum corneum. After parenteral administration (i.v.), the liposomal
VE analogues can enter various pathways. These pathways and the biodistribution of VE
analogues are determined by various factors, e.g. the character of liposomes (steric
stabilization), morphology (size and lamellarity) or lipid composition. In the blood stream,
VE analogues are redistributed between liposomes and the blood components (cellular and
protein elements). Liposomal VE analogues can penetrate through fenestrations of the
tumour vasculature. In the tumour, liposomal drug is accumulated and subsequently
released in the vicinity of the tumours and the tumour endothelial cells. (Adapted from our
work published in Journal of Controlled Release., 2015 Volume: 207 Pages: 59-69)

2.2.2.1. Conclusion
α-TOS and the other VE analogues with a potent pro-apoptogenic
activity demonstrated efficient cytotoxic activity in vitro and anti-cancer effect
in vivo on various experimental animal models. The lack of immunotoxicity of
liposomal formulations and the possibility to be used with other anti-cancer
drugs offers interesting opportunity for the combined chemo- and immunotherapy. More data from the experimental, epidemiological and finally clinical
studies are necessary for further active investigation of these highly promising
agents that may be established as routine anti-cancer drugs. Our preliminary
data from dogs demonstrate safety and efficacy of mammary gland
adenocarcinoma treatment after intratumour application of liposomal α-TEA
(unpublished results). Development of safe formulations which can be
applicable for industrial scale production is the assumption for future clinical
trials.
3.

LIPOSOMES FOR CONSTRUCTION OF RECOMBINANT
VACCINES

Vaccinology is a complex multidisciplinary field that is based on
both rational theoretical foundations and the empirical approach (30). Notable
advances in immunology and genetics contribute to the understanding of the
immune system functions at the molecular and cellular levels. These findings
together with the development of recombinant technology, biotechnology and
the availability of new biocompatible materials, particularly micro- and
nanomaterials, lead to significant advances in the development and production
of modern recombinant vaccines(31).
Subunit vaccines and recombinant vaccines, such as the special
branch of the modern trends in the development of vaccines and vaccinology,
significantly contributed to the efficient and safe treatment of infectious,
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autoimmune and malignant diseases(32–36). The development of these new
vaccines is based on the identification of suitable antigens and their epitopes.
The fundamental question is how to present antigen to the immune system (37).
The key factors that are addressed in the research are a) search for antigens,
their modification and preparation of recombinant technologies; b) a suitable
formulation of the antigen; c) the selection and development of safe and
effective adjuvant; d) the method of vaccine administration with an emphasis on
minimally invasive applications and the need for specially trained personnel.
Factors that drive the research in the field of recombinant vaccines are safety,
cost and the short time for the development of new vaccines against pathogens.
The factor of time is of importance for pathoges like influenza virus because of
rapid seasonal antigen variations due to antigenic drift and ability of influenza
viruses to produce reassortants (antigenic shift).
In the development of modern vaccines, the liposomes represent one
of the most successful micro and nanoparticulate systems because of their
versatility and biocompatibility There are already virosomal (Inflexal® V,
Crucell Company) and hepatitis A (Epaxal®, Crucell company) vaccines on the
market(38,39). Many liposomal vaccines against infectious diseases and cancer are
in various stages of clinical testing.
We have dedicated research in this area to the development of
original fully synthetic adjuvants based on normuramylglycopeptides. This
research was done in collaboration with the Institute of Organic Chemistry and
Biochemistry, Academy of Sciences, Prague (Dr. M. Ledvina) and resulted in
the filing of national and international patents that protect these new adjuvants.
As a spin-off company, Mendel Therapeutics, Ltd. has been founded to push
forward commercialization of these compounds. Finally, the compounds were
licensed to Apigenex, s.r.o. Fig. 24 represents a series of synthetic adjuvants
that are currently tested for use in recombinant vaccines in cooperation with
Bioveta, a.s. and certain foreign institutions. These substances are characterized
by suppressed pyrogenicity and were safety-tested on a wide variety of animal
species (mice, guinea pigs, cattle, pigs, dogs, cats, rabbits). Mechanism of
action on molecular level has been proved experimentally on THP1 cell line.
Receptor NOD2 and NLRP3 (inflammasome) were found to be activated by
derivatives of norAbuMDP.
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Fig. 24 Synthetic analogues of muramyldipeptide (MDP).
Structural changes in the norAbu MDP preserved specific interaciton
with these receptors but interaction with thermoregulatory receptors in brain has
been supressed as can be deduced from significant suppresion of pyrogenicity.
(Turanek et al, Journal of Medicinal Chemistry, submitted 2017, in revision)
The mechanism of action on melecular and whole body levels is discribed at
Fig. 25.
Suppression of pyrogenicity

Stimulation of immune system and
induction of immune response towards
antigens

Fig. 25 Schematic presentation of immune reaction towards norAbuMDPbased adjuvants formulated in liposomes. NorAbuMDP/GMDP-based molecular
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adjuvants, preferably formulated in biocompatible nanoparticles like liposomes, can be
targeted towards immune cells (e.g. dendritic cells) at the site of application or in draining
lymph nodes. After being internalised by endocytosis or phagocytosis, molecular adjuvants
are released from their formulation and interacts with intracellular receptors such as
NOD2 and NLRP3. Activation of NOD2 and NLRP3 induces production of various
cytokines, including proinflammatory cytokine IL-1β and IL-18. Locally produced cytokines
promotes immune reaction towards antigens co-applied with adjuvants formulated in
liposome-based vaccination nanoparticles, but the local production of proinflammatory
cytokines did not cause systemic pyrogenic reaction. Contrary to NorAbuMDP/GMDPbased molecular adjuvants MDP- and MDP-based analogues can induce strong pyrogenic
reaction owing to activation of receptor(s) in thermoregulation centre in hypothalamus.
Suppression of pyrogenicity and preservation of immunostimulatory activity via stimulation
of NOD2 and NLRP3 is related to structural changes in the molecule of
NorAbuMDP/GMDP prepared by total synthesis. This explanation is in a good accordance
with experimental data based on in vitro (NOD2 and NALP3 activation test) and in vivo
(rabbit pyrogenicity model, induction of costimulatory activity of mice sera).

Inflammasome, toll-like receptors and NOD1/2 receptors were found
as components of signalling cascade responsible for stimulatory activities of
varioust adjuvants(40–45). We studied liposomes fthe construction of experimental
vaccines, and we have developed a special metallochellating nanoliposomal
carrier incorporating lipophilicderivatives based on norAbuMDP and
norAbuGMDP. The technology of preparation is described in the section
"Methods for preparing liposomes." The proposed structure of proteoliposomes
that have been validated by modern microscopy methods (TEM, SEM and
AFM) in combination with gel permeation chromatography, PAGE and
immunoblotting (Fig. 26).
These metallochelating liposomal carriers are suitable for oriented
non-covalent binding of recombinant antigens with a His Tag anchor. If
necessary, carbodiimide condensation reaction can be used to convert the
metallochelating noncovalent bond to a covalent bond with the preservation of
the precise orientation of the protein on the surface of the liposomal lipid
bilayer. The system based on metallochelating nanoliposomal carriers is
currently tested for the development of veterinary and human recombinant
chimeric vaccine against borreliosis (collaboration with Bioveta, a.s.).
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Fig. 26 Structures of proteoliposomes visualised by modern microscopic
methods. Schematic view of a metallochelating nanoliposomal carrier to construct
recombinant vaccines. Free carrier (A1) and a carrier-bound recombinant protein (B1).
Specific metallochelating binding allows us to achieve accurate orientation of the
molecules of recombinant protein on the surface of liposomes.The structure of the plain
liposome carrier (A2-4) and corresponding proteoliposomes (B2-4) visualised by
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microscopic methods (TEM, SEM and AFM). Arrows indicate individual molecules of the
protein (rHSP 90) bound on liposomal surface.

The mechanism(s) of action of liposome-based molecular ajduvants
based on lipophilised analogues of normuramylglycopeptides is/are described in
Figure 27. The key event is targeting of molecular adjuvants to intracellular
receptors NOD 2 and activation of signalling molecular pathways including
activation of the inflammasome NLRP 3 (NALP3). This area is currently being
intensively studied at our department.

Fig. 27 Schematic structure of norAbuMDP/GMDP nanoliposomes and
their pharmacokinetic pathways.
Schematic structure of liposomes with
hydrophobic analogues of normuramyl glycopeptides located on the liposomal surface
(left). Gylcopeptide part of the molecule is exposed on the surface of nanoliposome and can
form molecular patterns recognised by various receptors on immune cells. Various
modifications of the norAbuMDP/GMDP molecule by lipidic residues affect the exposition
of sugar- and peptide-moieties on the liposomal surface. Depending on the concentration of
particular analogues or their mixture in the bilayer, new molecular patterns can be formed
on the liposomal surface. These molecular patterns can be recognized by cell-membrane
receptors. Schematic presentation of pharmacokinetic pathways of liposomal and free
MDP analogues at cellular and intracellular levels (right).
A free hydrophilic drug (e.g., MDP) has difficulties to cross the cell membrane and thus, it
is difficult to reach an efficient intracellular concentration in vivo. The hydrophobized
analogues of MDP form micelles whose pathways are difficult to be predicted owing to the
complexity of the interactions with the components of biological milieu. Direct interaction
with the cell membrane and penetration into the cytoplasm is supposed to occur. The
liposomal formulation of both hydrophilic and lipophilic derivatives of MDP is relatively
stable in biological milieu and endocytozed by dendritic cells. In comparison to the free
drug, liposomal formulations significantly increase the intracellular concentration of MDP
analogues. Lysozomal and cytoplasmatic enzymes cleave the ester-bond-linking
glycopeptide part to a hydrophobic residue. The importance of this pathway has not yet
been recognized and fully understood. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to suppose that
various derivatives will differ in their sensitivity to the enzymatic hydrolysis. Moreover, the
mechanism of MDP-based activation of NOD and NALP3 receptors has not been precisely
described and it is a hot issue. A question of a special relevance is, whether the
hydrophobic residue of some derivatives has to be cleaved off to release the active
glycopeptide molecule. The complexity of these processes is reflected in the variances in
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the effects of particular analogues having the same glycopeptide core but different position
and structure of the hydrophobic residue.

Liposomal formulations of synthetic adjuvants were tested as
stimulators of innate immunity in various in vivo models, and have been proven
effective in the suppression of experimental cryptosporidiosis in infected
newborn kids, or regeneration of bone marrow in sublethally irradiated mice. A
murine model has also demonstrated stimulation of the immune system and
stimulation of hemopoiesis and survival after lethal irradiation.
Safety of liposomal vaccines and new synthetic adjuvants were
tested in rabbits and pigs after i.d. or s.c. applications and compared with oilbased adjuvants which can cause necrotic lesions and inflammations. Liposomal
experimental vaccines did not induce any undesirable side-effects. This is
especially important for the intended future applications in human medicine.
Comparison of side-effects of oil-based vaccines and liposomal formulation
after i.d. application in pigs is demonstrated in Fig. 28. Safety of liposomal
formulation of recombinant vaccine against Borreliosis was also demonstrated
for puppies and kittens (collaboration with Bioveta, a.s. under the project of
TAČR focused on the recombinant multi-epitope vaccine against Borreliosis for
veterinary applications).

Fig. 28 Necrotic area after i.d. application of an oil-based vaccine (left) and
a liposomal vaccine (right) to a pig.
3.1.

APPLICATION
OF
ADVANCED
NANOMATERIALS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF
NONINVASIVE MUCOSAL AND TRASDERMAL
VACCINES

At present, our research in the field of modern recombinant vaccines
is focused on noninvasive mucosal vaccination utilizing the technology of
biocompatible nanotextiles based on nanofibers(46–48).
This is an entirely new area in which we are pioneers. The factors of
technology, nonivnasiveness of application and safety favour this type of
vaccines for future use both in veterinary and human medicine. Clear
advantages of sublingual vaccines are their non-invasiveness and ease of
administration, application security, the ability to induce mucosal and systemic
immune responses(49,50), which is the basis for successful vaccination in a wide
range of infections (e.g. influenza). Another major feature of the formulation is
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technological feasibility of producing and easy storage (important for vaccine
distribution in hard to reach areas of the Third World). It is a priority of our
research at the Department of Pharmacology and Immunotherapy and we
prepared and submitted projects of basic and applied research in cooperation
with domestic (Palacky University in Olomouc, IBT, Institute of Physics,
Technical University Liberec) and foreign institutions (King's College,
University of Kent, Institute of René Descartes, Pasteur Insitute).
The key steps for achieving success in sublingual immunization are:
a) a system for sublingual administration of antigens; b) antigen formulation
and delivery system; c) appropriate adjuvants and their formulation. Our
contribution applies to all three parts. Liposomal molecular adjuvant and
antigen formulations are described in previous chapters. We developed and
applied a PCT protecting the original mucoadhesive system for sublingual
application. The main purpose of the mucoadhesive system is to maintain the
antigen on sublingual mucosa for a longer time and allow its penetration into
the sublingual tissue, where it is recognized by dendritic cells and transported to
the draining lymph nodes. The mucoadhesive system maintains a high
concentration gradient of the antigen and defends its removal by mucosal
secretions (saliva), which can wash vaccination particles away from the
application site. The principle is schematically shown in Figure 29, and the
appearance of mucoadhesive films and their application to the sublingual
mucosa is in Figure 30. An example of the structure of nanofibres with
immobilized liposomes is shown in Figure 31.

Fig. 29. Schematic presentation of the principle for improving delivery of
drug-delivery and vaccination nanoparticles by means of a nanofibrous
mucoadhesive film. High adsorption loading capacity of nanofibrous materials
ensures a high concentration of nanoparticles to be reached after the rapid release from
the reservoir layer to the limited volume of the fluids at the application site. Protective
backing layer prevents removal of nanoparticles from the site of administration by flow of
mucosal secretions and saliva. A concentration gradient is formed, which then exerts
“pressure” on the mucosal layer, thus rapidly enabling the formation of a nanoparticle
diffusion potential across the mucosal surface into the submucosa. The different fate of
nanoparticles (local/systemic delivery) is based on their physicochemical properties and
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presence of targeting moieties. Dendritic cells (DCs) present in the submucosa are then
free to capture vaccination nanoparticles for delivery to the local lymph nodes that drain
the submucosal zone of application. Vaccination nanoparticles not captured by DCs, are
otherwise free to diffuse through the submucosa reaching lymphatic capillaries by means of
which they drift to the local lymph nodes for capture by professional antigen-presenting
cells.

Fig. 30. Schematic structure and real appearance of nanofibrous
mucoadhesive film. A: The scheme shows the bottom view (left) and cross-section
(right) of possible variants for construction of nanofibrous mucoadhesive film; B:
Photograph of nanofibrous mucoadhesive film, left – design for large animal experiments
(pig), and right – design for small animal experiments (mice) (centimetre scale).
Nanofibrous reservoir layer (asterisk), mucoadhesive layer (arrow); C: Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) picture showing individual layers of a three-layered nanofibrous
mucoadhesive film. The mucoadhesive layer creates a peripheral adhesive ring
surrounding the central part on which the electrospun nanofibrous reservoir layer is fixed.
Nanofibrous reservoir layer (asterisk), mucoadhesive layer (arrow); D: Cross-section of
mucoadhesive layer observed in its native state after freezing (cryo-SEM). Nanofibrous
reservoir layer (asterisk), mucoadhesive layer (square) and backing layer (arrow); E:
Detail of cross-section of nanofibrous mucoadhesive film, arrow indicates the Eudragit ® L
100-55 backing layer (arrow); F: Detail of cross-section of nanofibrous mucoadhesive
film, arrow indicates the connection of the mucoadhesive layer and the nanofibrous
reservoir layer.
A

C

B

Fig. 31 Structure of nanofibres with adsorbed liposomes. The images were
taken by scanning and transmission electron microscopy (A, B) and confocal microscopy
(C). Liposomes can be clearly seen adsorbed onto the surface of nanofibers. For confocal
microscopy, metallochelating proteoliposomes with bound rGFP (green fluorescence) were
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used and nanofibres were labelled with fluorescent lipid (red fluorescence). Arrows
indicate the liposomes on the surface of nanofibers.

Application of fluorescently labelled liposomes or polymer
nanoparticles to the sublingual mucosa using mucoadhesive films showed rapid
paracellular penetration, absorption and transport by dendritic cells to draining
lymph nodes, which is the basic prerequisite for inducing immune responses
against antigens. Experimental confirmation of our assumptions were achieved
using a porcine model. The histological slides were examined by confocal
microscopy and confirmed paracellular penetration of nanoparticles into deeper
layers of stratified sublingual mucosa and delivering the nanoparticles into the
draining lymph nodes by dendritic cells. Fluorescent nanoparticles have been
found in T and B areas of the lymph nodes, where they were transported by
dendritic cells (Fig. 32).
Penetration of nanoparticles (nanoliposomes) to sublingual mucosa.

Detailed view of paracellular penetration of nanoparticles to the submucosal layer of
epithelial cells

Proof of delivery of nanoparticles to the T and B zones of draining lymph nodes

Fig. 32 Proof of penetration of fluorescent nanoparticles into the sublingual
tissue and lymph nodes after sublingual administration using
mucoadhesive film. (images were taken using a confocal microscope).
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Penetration of nanoparticles (nanoliposomes) to sublingual mucosa.
A) histological section of lymph nodes showing the T and B zones. Red fluorescent particles
are apparent in both zones. B) histological section of a lymph node showing lymphocytes in
T and B zones (SLA II antigen) C) a detailed view of dendritic cells internalized in
fluorescent liposomes (T zone)
Blue - cell nuclei; Red - nanoparticles; yellow-green - actin; Green - SLA II antigen
(porcine lymphocytes)

3.2.

CONCLUSION

A complex system for sublingual vaccination is a modern application
of nanotechnology for medical applications. The developed system has the
potential of breakthrough technologies for which we coin the name "Printed
Vaccines Technology". In cooperation with Czech (UP Olomouc and TU
Liberec) and foreign partners (Global Acorn and King´s College Precision
Therapeutics, UK) we have filed an international patent (Turánek J., J. Masek,
M. Raska, R. Lukac, P. Knötigová, D. Lubasová, A.D. Miller mucoadhesive
carriers of particles, method of preparation and uses thereof PCT / GB2015 /
052833) and in the Journal of Controlled Release we published the paper
entitled "Multi-layered nanofibrous films mucoadhesive buccal and sublingual
for administration of drug-delivery nanoparticles and vaccination - Important
step towards effective mucosal vaccines". Commercialisation of printed
vaccines technology is moving forward with King´s College Precision
Therapeutics, UK and with the support of foreign investors.
4.

CONCLUSION OF THE DISERTATION THESIS

Liposomes are the oldest and most studied nanosystem for use in
medicine. It serves as a model for the study of biological membranes and
distribution of nanoparticles in the organism. Preparation of the liposomes is
handled on both laboratory and industrial scale. Liposomal formulations are
authorized by the FDA for the treatment of infectious and neoplastic diseases.
On the market there are already dermatological preparations based on liposomes
as well as liposomal diagnostics.
Biocompatible carriers and new safe adjuvants are a prerequisite for
the development of modern vaccinology directed to recombinant vaccines.
Research on vaccines based on liposomes has already thirty years of history and
new modern recombinant vaccines have been introduced to the market.
We have published papers and chapters in monographies in the field
of technology for the preparation of liposomes, the development of targeted
anticancer drugs, safe adjuvants for construction of recombinant vaccines and
study of new application procedures. Patents on adjuvants and vaccine delivery
systems are valuable base for founding a start-up company to speed up intended
commercialisation of modern vaccines.
Some results are also being prepared for implementation in Czech
companies. A number of students and young scientists in postgraduate studies
have been involved in this modern research. I believe that this work will
contribute to their professional growth and enrich them with new knowledge in
the area of modern pharmacology, nanotechnology and immunotherapy.
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